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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents a new algorithm that computes the local
algebras of the roots of a zero-dimensional polynomial equation
system, with a number of operations in the coefficient field that is
polynomial in the number of variables, in the evaluation cost of the
equations and in a Bézout number.
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1. Introduction
In all that follows, K is a field of characteristic zero, K[x1, . . . , xn] is the ring of polynomials in n
variables over K, and g1, . . . , gs, g are elements of K[x1, . . . , xn]. We assume that the system
g1 = · · · = gs = 0, g 6= 0 (1)
has a non-empty finite set of solutions over the algebraic closure K of K, which implies in particular
that s is at least n. For any ideal J of K[x1, . . . , xn], we let J : g∞ denote the saturation of J with
respect to g , that is {f | ∃m ≥ 0, gmf ∈ J}; the roots of the system (1) are exactly the zeros of the
ideal (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞. For p = (p1, . . . , pn) ∈ Kn, we let K[[x1 − p1, . . . , xn − pn]] be the ring of
formal power series in x1− p1, . . . , xn− pn overK. The local algebra of p as a root of (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞
is the K-algebra
Dp = K[[x1 − p1, . . . , xn − pn]]/(g1, . . . , gs) : g∞. (2)
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Themultiplicityµp of p as a root of (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞ is the dimension ofDp. The purpose of this paper is
an algorithm that computes the roots of system (1) togetherwith their local algebras,with a number of
operations inK that is polynomial in the number n of variables, in the evaluation cost of the equations,
and in a Bézout number associated to the input system.
1.1. Main result
The Kronecker solver of Giusti et al. (2001) computes the set of zeros of an ideal (f1, . . . , fn) : g∞
provided that for i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, the ideal (f1, . . . , fi) : g∞ is radical and fi+1 is not a zero
divisor in K[x1, . . . , xn]/(f1, . . . , fi) : g∞; in this case, f1, . . . , fn is said to be a reduced regular
sequence in the open subset {g 6= 0}, that is, in the complementary of the set of zeros of g in the
affine space Kn. This algorithm returns the roots of the system under the form of a sequence of
univariate polynomials Q , V1, . . . , Vn ∈ K[T ] such that the set of zeros of (f1, . . . , fn) : g∞ in Kn
is {(V1(α), . . . , Vn(α))|Q (α) = 0}, and such that the degree of Q equals the number of zeros of
(f1, . . . , fn) : g∞.
In the definition of reduced regular sequences, the last ideal (f1, . . . , fn) : g∞ is not assumed to be
radical. In Durvye and Lecerf (2007), we gave a new proof of the correctness of the Kronecker solver;
we thereby showed that the algorithm also computes a polynomialχ ∈ K[T ]with square-free partQ ,
such that, for any root α of χ inK, the multiplicity of (V1(α), . . . , Vn(α)) as a root of (f1, . . . , fn) : g∞
is that of α as a root of χ . We refer to the sequence χ, V1, . . . , Vn as a univariate representation of
(f1, . . . , fn) : g∞. It is called a univariate representation in x1 when V1 = T ; in this case, we omit
to mention V1. A Bertini lemma allows to extend the algorithm to the computation of a univariate
representation χ, V1, . . . , Vn of any zero-dimensional ideal (g1, . . . , gn) : g∞.
In this paper, we modify the last step of the Kronecker solver so that it further computes:
• an integer ρ;
• a sequence of integers µ1, . . . , µρ and a sequence of pairwise relatively prime square-free
univariate polynomials Q1, . . . ,Qρ ∈ K[T ] such that χ = Qµ11 · · ·Qµρρ ;
• for each ` ∈ {1, . . . , ρ}, a sequence of square µ` × µ` matrices M(`)x1 , . . . ,M(`)xn with entries in
K[T ] such that for any root α of Q` in K, the evaluation of M(`)x1 , . . . ,M(`)xn in T = α are the
matrices of multiplication by x1, . . . , xn with respect to a common basis of DV (α), where V (α) =
(V1(α), . . . , Vn(α)).
In what follows, we refer to the sequence (µ`,Q`,M
(`)
x1 . . . ,M
(`)
xn )1≤`≤ρ as a local univariate
representation of (g1, . . . , gn) : g∞. Our algorithm also computes such a representation for
overdetermined systems, that is, for zero-dimensional ideals (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞ with s > n.
Example 1. Let n = s = 2, g1 = x21 + (x2 − 1)2 − 1, g2 = x2 − x21 and g = 1. We can compute by
hand the univariate representation in x1 of (g1, g2) : g∞ = (g1, g2), that is
χ = T 2(T − 1)(T + 1), V1 = T , V2 = T 2.
A local univariate representation of (g1, g2) is ρ = 2,
µ1 = 1, Q1 = T 2 − 1, M(1)x1 = (T ), M(1)x2 = (1)
for both simple roots (−1, 1) and (1, 1), and










for the double root (0, 0).





2/2) and (−√2/2,−√2/2). Our top level algorithm in Section 5 returns the
univariate representation
χ = (T 2 − 1/2)2, V1 = T , V2 = T
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The evaluation ofM(1)x1 andM
(2)
x2 in T =
√
2/2 are the matrices of multiplication by the variables with
respect to a basis of D(√2/2,√2/2) (indeed the basis is 1, x1).
In this paper, we give a cost analysis of our algorithm. For our complexity measurement, we use
the computation tree model of Bürgisser et al. (1997, Section 4.4). The input is given by a straight-
line program as defined in Bürgisser et al. (1997, Section 4.1); during the computation, we manipulate
straight-line programswithout divisions. In this paragraph, we collect the classical complexity results
that will be useful afterwards. For that purpose, we let R denote any unitary ring, and for any couple of
functions (f , g), we say that f ∈ O˜(g)when f /g belongs toO(log(g)β) for a positive β . The cost of an
arithmetic operation between polynomials of R[T ] of degree atmost d, that is, addition, multiplication
or Euclidean division by a monic polynomial, belongs to O˜(d) in terms of arithmetic operations in R
(see for instance Gathen and Gerhard (2003)). Sums and products ofmatrices of size n×nwith entries
in R can be performed with O(n3) arithmetic operations in R; the determinant and inverse of such a
matrix can be computedwithO(n4) operations, andO(n3) if R is a field (see for instance Bürgisser et al.
(1997, Chapters 15 and 16) for complexity results in linear algebra). We do not use a better exponent
formatricesmultiplication than 3 because this does not lead to a significant speed upwithin ourmain
algorithm. For example, the evaluation of a straight-line program of size L on n × n matrices over K
costs LO(n3) arithmetic operations in K.
In Section 5, we obtain our following main complexity result:
Theorem 3. Let K be a field of characteristic zero and let g1, . . . , gs, g be polynomials in K[x1, . . . , xn]
given by a straight-line program of size L. Let us assume that the system g1 = · · · = gs = 0 with g 6= 0
has a finite set of solutions over the algebraic closureK ofK, and let d1, . . . , ds denote the total degrees of
g1, . . . , gs respectively with d1 ≥ d2 ≥ · · · ≥ ds > 1. We set D = d1 · · · dn. Then Algorithm 6 in Section 5
computes a univariate and a local univariate representations of (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞ by performing
O˜(D11 + (L+ ns)D6)
arithmetic operations inK. The correctness of the output relies on random choices ofO(ns) elements ofK;
choices for which the result is not correct are enclosed in a strict algebraic subset.
As suggested in Theorem 3, our algorithm is a Monte Carlo algorithm (see Gathen and Gerhard (2003,
Section 6.5) for a definition). Although we cannot certify that the result is correct, we can always
check that the evaluation of the input at the output is actually zero. The only case of failure thus
corresponds to a loss of information about the set of points or the structure of the multiplicities.
We do not estimate the probability of failure of our algorithm in this paper. The probabilistic aspect
comes from the reduction to a generic situation, that is widely used in the Kronecker solver (see the
end of Section 2 for references on the probability of failure); the computation of the local univariate
representation of (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞ from the univariate one of (g1, . . . , gn) : g∞ summarized in
Algorithm 5 is then deterministic.
One often describes a primary decompositionQ1∩· · ·∩Qr of an idealI by giving a set of generators
of each Qj, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. A set of generators of the primary ideal corresponding to an isolated root
p can be deduced from the matrices of the variables with respect to a basis of its local algebra Dp
by performing linear algebra in Dp, with a cost that is polynomial in n and in the multiplicity of the
root p (see Faugère et al. (1993) or Durvye (2008, Section 3.3)). For instance, one recover from the
equalities (M(2)x1 )
2 = M(2)x2 = 0 and the inequality (M(2)x1 ) 6= 0 in Example 1 the primary ideal (x21, x2)
describing the origin as a root of (g1, g2). The output of our algorithm is thus equivalent to the primary
decomposition of the input ideal.
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1.2. Related works
There are several well-known algorithms for computing a primary decomposition in the general
case: the algorithms of Gianni et al. (1988), Eisenbud et al. (1992) and Shimoyama and Yokoyama
(1996) for polynomial ideals over a field of characteristic zero all take root in the work of Seidenberg
(1974, 1978, 1984); they are summarized and compared in Decker et al. (1999) and Greuel and Pfister
(2002), and variants are given by Caboara et al. (1997) or Monico (2002). The algorithm of Gianni et al.
(1988) reduces to the zero-dimensional case thanks to a general position, whereas the algorithms
of Eisenbud et al. (1992) and Shimoyama and Yokoyama (1996) deduce the primary decomposition of
a given ideal I from that of its radical ideal
√
I by localizations. Finally, the algorithm of Steel (2005)
extends that of Gianni et al. (1988) to algebraic function fields of positive characteristic.
All the above mentioned algorithms rely on Gröbner bases computations. In the zero-dimensional
case, one can compute the decomposition of the quotient ring in local algebras from a Gröbner basis
of the ideal by performing linear algebra as explained in Alonso et al. (1996). Another classical way to
obtain the local algebra of a given isolated root is to compute a standard basis with respect to a local
ordering by using the tangent cone algorithm of Mora (1991), which is extended to mixed ordering
in Greuel and Pfister (1996); a discussion on the different ways to represent the multiplicity structure
of an isolated root can be found in Marinari et al. (1996).
In all the previous algorithms, polynomials are represented by vectors of their coefficients in the
canonical monomial basis. In the zero-dimensional case, a Gröbner basis computation can lead to a
combinatorial number of monomials in the cost analysis as explained in Bardet et al. (2004). Instead
of expanding a polynomial in the monomial basis, we can represent it as the function that computes
its values at any given point. One often refers to these methods as evaluation techniques.
The algorithms of Mourrain (1997) and Dayton and Zeng (2005) for computing multiplicity
structures already take advantage of the evaluation property of the input system. Indeed, given a
polynomial system g1 = · · · = gs = 0 together with an isolated root p ∈ Kn, these similar algorithms
compute the matrices of multiplication by the variables with respect to a basis of the local algebra
of p as a root of (g1, . . . , gs) thanks to the duality between polynomials and formal power series in
differential operators. But the bound on the cost of the algorithm given inMourrain (1997, Proposition
4.1) still depends on the number of monomials obtained by derivation of the monomials of g1, . . . , gs,
which can lead to a combinatorial number; although we believe that the latter cost is pessimistic, we
did not found a better estimate in the literature.
For the first time, our algorithm underlying Theorem 3 computes the primary decomposition of
a zero-dimensional ideal by pure evaluation techniques, with a cost that does not involve a number
of monomials up to a certain regularity. This algorithm achieves the geometric solving initiated by
the TERA group in Giusti and Heintz (1993), Giusti et al. (1995), Pardo (1995), Giusti et al. (1997),
Morais (1997), Matera (1999) and Giusti et al. (2001) in presence of singularities (see the introduction
ofDurvye and Lecerf (2007) for a detailed bibliography on the geometric solvingwithout singularities).
In order to tackle amultiple zero, deflation algorithms as in Giusti et al. (2005, 2007), Lecerf (2002)
and Leykin et al. (2006) can be used to compute a new system with the same root but simple. That
of Lecerf (2002) actually performs this task in a symbolic context, and is a central device in the
equidimensional decomposition in Lecerf (2003). Finally, Leykin (2008) uses deflation to compute
all the associated primes of an ideal from equidimensional decompositions. One motivation of the
present article is the computation of the primary decomposition in the same vein as in Lecerf (2003)
but without relying on deflation. We achieved this goal for dimension zero, but with much higher
exponents than in the smooth case.
1.3. Overview of the algorithm
For the sake of simplicity, we assume in this section that the number s of equations equals the
number n of variables; the general case is achieved in Section 4.2. Our algorithm splits into threemain
steps: first, we bring the question back to the intersection of a reduced curve with a hypersurface;
then, we compute the module of a curve germ; finally, we intersect the curve and the hypersurface
by performing linear algebra in the latter module.
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1.3.1. Computation of the radical
We show in Section 2.1 that even if it means replacing the equations g1, . . . , gn with random linear
combinations f1, . . . , fn of g1, . . . , gn such that (f1, . . . , fn) : g∞ = (g1, . . . , gn) : g∞, we can safely
assume that f1, . . . , fn is a reduced regular sequence in the complementary {g 6= 0} of the set of zeros
of g . In particular, this implies that (f1, . . . , fn−1) : g∞ is a radical ideal whose associated primes all
have dimension one. After performing a random affine change of variables in the input system, the
Kronecker solver of Giusti et al. (2001) as presented in Durvye and Lecerf (2007) can compute the
univariate representation χ, V2, . . . , Vn in x1 of the ideal (f1, . . . , fn) : g∞. In order to complete the
primary decomposition of (f1, . . . , fn) : g∞, we will compute all the local algebras of the multiple
roots together by using dynamic evaluation in K[T ]/(Q ), where Q denotes the square-free part of χ .
By performing the translation x1 − T , x2 − V2(T ), . . . , xn − Vn(T ) in the dynamic field K[T ]/(Q ), we
come back to the computation of the local algebra at the origin 0. This preparation step is detailed
in Section 2 and dynamic evaluation is treated in Section 5; in Sections 3 and 4, we focus on the
computation of the local algebra at the origin as defined in (2), that is
D0 = K[[x1, . . . , xn]]/(f1, . . . , fn) : g∞ = K[[x1, . . . , xn]]/(g1, . . . , gn) : g∞.
1.3.2. Module of the curve germ
The ideals (f1, . . . , fi) : g∞ are computed in sequence by the Kronecker solver. To compute D0, we
act on the last step, that is, we deal with the ideal
I = (f1, . . . , fn−1) : g∞. (3)
Thanks to the affine change of variables, we can assume that I is in Noether position by Durvye and
Lecerf (2007, Proposition 4.3); the quotient B = K[x1, . . . , xn]/I is then a freeK[x1]-module of finite
type by Durvye and Lecerf (2007, Proposition 1.22). By localizing and completing B in x1, we obtain a
free K[[x1]]-module B0 for which the isomorphism of algebras
K⊗ B0/(fn) ' D0 (4)
holds; in short we refer to B0 as the module of the curve germ.
The Kronecker solver computes the Kronecker representation in x2 of the ideal I, that is made of
bivariate polynomials q, w3, . . . , wn ∈ K[x1, x2] verifying both following properties in particular:
I ∩ K[x1, x2] = (q), (5)
∀j ∈ {3, . . . , n}, (∂q/∂x2)xj − wj ∈ I (6)
(see Section 2.3 for a definition of Kronecker representations). We prove in Section 3.1 that B0 is a
submodule of the K[[x1]]-module









for suitable integers δ0 andm0 that are related to q. This allows us to perform all the computations in
the canonical basis of L0; for instance, property (6) permits us to identify the variables x3, . . . , xn to
elements of L0. On the other hand, (5) implies that B0 contains the K[[x1]]-module
M0 = K[[x1]] ⊕ K[[x1]]x2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ K[[x1]]xδ0−12 . (8)
In Section 3.3, we compute a basis of the K[[x1]]-module B0 by using the fact that B0 is the smallest
algebra that contains M0 and x3, . . . , xn. An addition of a vector to a submodule of L0 reduces to a
Hermite form computation of a matrix with entries in K[[x1]]; Appendix A contains an algorithm for
this task.
1.3.3. Intersection of the curve with the hypersurface
By isomorphism (4), any basis of the cokernel of themorphismofmultiplication by fn inB0 is a basis
ofD0. Such a basis can be deduced from a Smith form computation as explained in Section 4; Appendix
B contains an algorithm for the computation of Smith forms of matrices with entries in K[[x1]]. The
main part of our work is actually the computation of a basis of the K[[x1]]-module B0.
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2. Computation of the radical
In this section,we first reduce the question to a generic situation by choosingnewsets of generators
and variables. Then we can use the Kronecker solver to compute the univariate representation in x1 of
the zero-dimensional ideal generated by the n first new equations, and the Kronecker representation
in x2 of the unmixed one-dimensional radical ideal I defined in (3). All the conclusions of these
operations are summarized in Section 2.4. As announced at the end of Section 1.1, the probabilistic
aspect of our final algorithm is entirely contained in this step.
2.1. Generic sequence of generators
The following variant of Bertini’s lemma ensures that a suitable randommix of the input equations
allows us to make use of the Kronecker solver. This idea has often been exploited for algorithmic
purposes, as for instance in Giusti and Heintz (1993), Jeronimo et al. (2004), Krick and Pardo (1996)
and Lecerf (2000). We refer to Hägele et al. (2000), Hägele (1998) and Lecerf (2000) for bounds on the
probability of failure.
Lemma 4. Let g1, . . . , gs, g ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] be such that the ideal (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞ is zero dimensional,
and let τ = min(s, n + 1). There exists a Zariski dense open subset K of Kτ s such that for all α =
(αk,`)1≤k≤s,1≤`≤τ ∈ K , the sequence
f` = α1,`g1 + · · · + αs,`gs, ` ∈ {1, . . . , τ }
satisfies the following properties:
(a) f1, . . . , fn is a reduced regular sequence in the open subset {g 6= 0}.
(b) If s = n, then (f1, . . . , fn) : g∞ = (g1, . . . , gn) : g∞;
if s ≥ n+ 1, then (f1, . . . , fn) : g∞ + (fn+1) = (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞.
Proof. Following Lecerf (2000), we let V , respectively, Vi for i ∈ {1, . . . , τ }, denote the variety of
zeros of (g1, . . . , gs) in K
n, respectively, of (f1, . . . , fi). We let V˜ , respectively, V˜i, denote the variety
of zeros of (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞ in Kn, respectively, of (f1, . . . , fi) : g∞; the irreducible components of
V˜i are the components of Vi that are not included in the set of zeros of g . By Lecerf (2000, Lemma
1), for α in a Zariski dense open subset of Kτ s, for any irreducible component W of Vi of dimension
n − i, either W is a component of V , or the variety of zeros of gi+1 intersects W regularly. Then for
i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, the variety of zeros of fi+1 intersects all the components of V˜i regularly since V˜
is zero dimensional. The sequence f1, . . . , fn is thus regular in {g 6= 0}. In the overdetermined case,
the previous alternative ensures us that, ifm is a point of V˜n that do not belong to V˜ , thenm does not
vanish fn+1, which gives part (b). Lastly, a similar argument with Lecerf (2000, Lemma 2) yields the
radicality of the ideals (f1, . . . , fi) : g∞, i ∈ {1, . . . , τ } for α in a Zariski dense open subset of Kτ s. 
2.2. Generic choice of coordinates
We say that a positive-dimensional ideal I ⊆ K[x1, . . . , xn] is inNoether positionwhen there exists
r ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that K[x1, . . . , xr ] ∩ I = (0) and xr+1, . . . , xn are integral over K[x1, . . . , xr ]
moduloI; the integer r is the dimension ofI.We say thatI is in general Noether positionwhen the ideal
of K[x0, . . . , xn] generated by the homogenized polynomials of I with respect to the new variable x0
is in Noether position; any zero-dimensional ideal is in general Noether position. In Durvye and Lecerf
(2007, Section 1.2), we collect properties of Noether positions.
An ideal I is said to be unmixed if the dimension of all its associated primes are equal. Let I
be an unmixed radical ideal in Noether position. Then the K[x1, . . . , xr ]-module K[x1, . . . , xn]/I is
torsion-free by Durvye and Lecerf (2007, Proposition 1.22). If we let I′ denote the extension of I to
K(x1, . . . , xr)[xr+1, . . . , xn], then the K(x1, . . . , xr)-algebra B′ = K(x1, . . . , xr)[xr+1, . . . , xn]/I′ has
finite dimension. We say that a linear form u = λr+1xr+1 + · · · + λnxn with λr+1, . . . , λn ∈ K is a
primitive element for I if its set of powers generates B′. If I is any zero-dimensional ideal, then the
linear form u = λ1x1 + · · · + λnxn is a primitive element for the radical ideal
√
I of I if and only if it
takes distinct values when evaluated at the roots of I in Kn.
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where all the αk,` and βk belong to K.
Lemma 5. Let f1, . . . , fn be a reduced regular sequence in {g 6= 0}. Then there exists a Zariski dense open
subset of maps φ for which the ideal (f1 ◦ φ, . . . , fn−1 ◦ φ) : (g ◦ φ)∞ is in general Noether position with
primitive element x2, and for which x1 is a primitive element for the radical ideal of (f1 ◦φ, . . . , fn−1 ◦φ) :
(g ◦ φ)∞ + (fn ◦ φ).
Proof. The lemma is a direct consequence of Durvye and Lecerf (2007, Proposition 4.3). 
Example 6. Let n be 3, and consider the equationsf1 = (x2 − 1)
2 + x21 − 1,
f2 = x23 − x22,
f3 = x2 − x21.
The zeros of (f1, f2, f3) are the origin (0, 0, 0) with multiplicity 4, and the four simple roots
(±1, 1,±1). Neither x1 is a primitive element for√(f1, f2, f3) nor x2 is a primitive element for (f1, f2).
After the change of variables φ(x1, x2, x3) = (x1 + 2x2 + 4x3, x2, x3), the system satisfies the
conclusions of Lemma 5.
2.3. Univariate representations and radical computation
Let I be an unmixed radical ideal in general Noether position with primitive element u, and let I′
denote its extension toK(x1, . . . , xr)[xr+1, . . . , xn]. Then there exists a unique sequence of univariate
polynomials q, vr+1, . . . , vn in K(x1, . . . , xr)[T ] such that
I′ = (q(u), xr+1 − vr+1(u), . . . , xn − vn(u)),
q is monic, and deg(vj) ≤ deg(q) − 1 for any j ∈ {r + 1, . . . , n} (see for instance Durvye and
Lecerf (2007, Proposition 3.1)). Although one can prove that the polynomial q, which is the minimal
polynomial of u in B′, belongs to K[x1, . . . , xr ][T ], the polynomials vr+1, . . . , vn are rational in
x1, . . . , xr . Since the ideal I is radical, the univariate polynomial q is square-free, and thus there exists
a unique sequence q, wr+1, . . . , wn of elements of K(x1, . . . , xr)[T ] such that
I′ = (q(u), q′(u)xr+1 − wr+1(u), . . . , q′(u)xn − wn(u)),
q is monic, and deg(wj) ≤ deg(q) − 1 for all j ∈ {r + 1, . . . , n}. By Durvye and Lecerf (2007,
Corollary 3.4) for instance, q, wr+1, . . . , wn belong toK[x1, . . . , xr ][T ]; in particular, the polynomials
q′(u)xr+1−wr+1(u), . . . , q′(u)xn−wn(u) belong to I. Moreover, the total degrees of q, wr+1, . . . , wn
are bounded by the partial degree in T of q (see Durvye and Lecerf (2007, Corollary 3.4) again); this
fact is central in the study of the cost of the Kronecker solver. The sequence q, wr+1, . . . , wn is called
Kronecker representation of I in the primitive element u.
In Section 3, we deal with the Kronecker representation in the primitive element x2 of an
unmixed one-dimensional radical ideal I; we will not need any other knowledge about Kronecker
representations than properties (5) and (6) of Section 1.3.
Let us recall from Section 1.1 that the univariate representation in x1 of a zero-dimensional ideal
J is a sequence χ, V2, . . . , Vn of univariate polynomials over K such that the set of zeros of J in K
n
is {(α, V2(α), . . . , Vn(α))|χ(α) = 0}, where the multiplicity of (α, V2(α), . . . , Vn(α)) as a root of J
equals that of α as a root of χ .
Theorem 7. Let f1, . . . , fn, g ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] be a sequence of polynomials such that
• f1, . . . , fn is a reduced regular sequence in {g 6= 0};• (f1, . . . , fn−1) : g∞ is in general Noether position with primitive element x2;• x1 is a primitive element for√(f1, . . . , fn−1) : g∞ + (fn).
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The Kronecker solver computes
• the Kronecker representation of (f1, . . . , fn−1) : g∞ in x2;
• the univariate representation of (f1, . . . , fn) : g∞ in x1.
The correctness of the output relies on random choices ofO(n2) elements ofK; choices for which the result
is not correct are enclosed in a strict algebraic subset. If f1, . . . , fn, g are given by a straight-line program
of size L, the cost of the Kronecker solver belongs to
O˜(n(nL+ n4)(dd)2)
arithmetic operations in K, where d denotes the maximum degree of the polynomials fi, and d denotes the
maximal of the degrees of the varieties of zeros of (f1, . . . , fi) : g∞ for i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, that is bounded
by d1 · · · dn−1.
Proof. The cost analysis of the Kronecker solver is given in Giusti et al. (2001, Theorem 1). In Durvye
and Lecerf (2007, Section 4.6), we extend the algorithm to the computation of the multiplicities. 
Let us remark here that the algorithm of Giusti et al. (2001) actually deals with geometric resolutions,
that are made of a change of variables that put the ideal in Noether position, a primitive element,
and the corresponding univariate representation. This terminology is adapted to their algorithm since
it performs a change of variables at each pass through the main loop. For our purpose, we prefer to
consider all the ideals in the same set of variables, and thuswrite ‘‘univariate representations’’ instead.
Example 8 (Continued From Example 6). After the linear change of variables, we deal with the
equationsf1 = (x2 − 1)
2 + (x1 + 2x2 + 4x3)2 − 1,
f2 = x23 − x22,
f3 = x2 − (x1 + 2x2 + 4x3)2.
The Kronecker representation of (f1, f2)with respect to x2 is{


















The univariate representation of (f1, f2, f3) in x1 is
χ = x41(x1 − 3)(x1 − 1)(x1 + 5)(x1 + 7),
V2 = − 118661157625x61 − 1058481157625x51 + 81146305x41 + 12550641157625x31,
V3 = 38944100x51 + 342744100x41 − 40117640x31 − 4140144100x21 − 18x1.
The multiplicity µ0 of the origin as a root of (f1, f2, f3) is 4.
2.4. Algorithm for the reduction step
At the issue of Algorithm 1 below, we shall deal with an ideal I and a polynomial f verifying the
following hypotheses:
(H1) I is an unmixed one-dimensional radical ideal,
and f is a not a zero divisor in K[x1, . . . , xn]/I;
(H2) I is in general Noether position, with primitive element x2;
(H3) x1 is a primitive element for
√
I+ (f ).
Algorithm 1. Computation of the radical.
Input:
- g1, . . . , gs, g ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] such that (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞ is zero dimensional.
Output:
- an affine change of variables φ of type (9),
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- an unmixed one-dimensional radical ideal I, given by its Kronecker representation q, w3, . . . , wn
in x2,
- a polynomial f ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn], and if s > n, a polynomial h,
such that
• I and f verify hypotheses (H1), (H2), (H3),
• if s = n, then (I+ (f )) : (g ◦ φ)∞ = (g1 ◦ φ, . . . , gs ◦ φ) : (g ◦ φ)∞,
• if s > n, (I+ (f )) : (g ◦ φ)∞ + (h) = (g1 ◦ φ, . . . , gs ◦ φ) : (g ◦ φ)∞;
- the univariate representation χ, V2, . . . , Vn in x1 of (I+ (f )) : (g ◦ φ)∞.
1. For ` ∈ {1, . . . ,min(s, n+ 1)},
1a. choose a vector (αk,`)1≤k≤s in Ks at random;
1b. initialize f` with α1,`g1 + · · · + αs,`gs.
2. 2a. Choose an invertible φ of type (9) at random.
2b. Initialize f with fn ◦ φ and hwith fn+1 ◦ φ if s > n.
3. By applying the Kronecker solver to the sequence f1 ◦ φ, . . . , fn ◦ φ, g ◦ φ,
3a. compute the Kronecker representation q, w3, . . . , wn in x2 of the ideal I = (f1 ◦φ, . . . , fn−1 ◦
φ) : (g ◦ φ)∞;
3b. compute the univariate representation χ, V2, . . . , Vn in x1 of the ideal (I+ (f )) : (g ◦ φ)∞.
4. Return φ, q, w3, . . . , wn, χ, V2, . . . , Vn, f and h if s > n.
Proposition 9. Algorithm 1works correctly as specified for α and φ outside a strict algebraic subset. With
the notation of Theorem 3, Algorithm 1 performs
O˜(n(n(L+ ns)+ n4)(d1D)2)
arithmetic operations in K. The polynomials f and h of the output are given by a straight-line program of
size L+ ns+ n2.
Proof. The correctness follows from Lemmas 4 and 5 and from Theorem 7. Steps 1 and 2 replace the
straight-line program of size L given as input with a straight-line program of size L + ns + n2. Now,
since d1 ≥ · · · ≥ dn, the degree of the variety of zeros of (g1, . . . , gi) : g∞ is at most d1 · · · di by the
Bézout theorem. The complexity bound is thus a direct consequence of Theorem 7. 
The probability of failure of Algorithm 1 could be controlled by evaluating the degrees of the
polynomials defining the Zariski subsets to be avoided. The probabilistic aspect of the Kronecker
solver as designed in Durvye and Lecerf (2007) comes from an affine change of variables of type (9);
estimating a bound on such a degree for the Kronecker solver is quite technical since the bad choices of
the fibers β depend on the chosen Noether position α; by analogy with Heintz et al. (2001, Section 3),
we expect a degree belonging to DO(1). The reader interested in this kind of result may consult Matera
(1999) and Hägele et al. (2000).
3. Module of the curve germ
After the reduction step presented in the previous section, we deal with the Kronecker
representation q, w3, . . . , wn in x2 of an unmixed one-dimensional radical ideal I, and with a
polynomial f such that assertions (H1), (H2), (H3) of Section 2.4 hold. We assume in Sections 3 and 4
that the origin is a multiple root of (I + (f )) : (g ◦ φ)∞; our goal is to compute its local algebra D0,
that is equal to its local algebra as a root of I + (f ). In Section 3.1, we use hypothesis (H3) to define
the module B0 of the germ of the curve defined by I at the origin, that satisfies isomorphism (4) with
f instead of fn. We design an algorithm to compute a basis of B0 from the Kronecker representation of
I in Section 3.3.
3.1. Free module of the curve germ
Let I0 denote the extension of I toK[[x1]][x2, . . . , xn], wherewe recallK[[x1]] is the ring of formal
power series in x1 overK. Let q =∏ qi be the factorization of q inK[[x1]][x2], and let q0 be the product
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of all the qi such that qi(0, 0) = 0; we can assume that q0 is monic since q is monic in x2. We set
J0 = I0 + (q0) and B0 = K[[x1]][x2, . . . , xn]/J0. (10)
The following proposition motivates our interest in B0.
Proposition 10. Assume that assertions (H1), (H2) and (H3) hold. Then the K-algebra K ⊗ B0/(f ) is
isomorphic to D0.
Proof. Let 0, p(2), . . . , p(r) denote all the zeros of I + (f ) in Kn, with respective local algebras
D0,Dp(2) . . . ,Dp(r) . Thanks to (H3), the origin is the only root of I + (f ) with first coordinate 0; the
extensions of the ideals I+ (f ) and J0+ (f ) toK[[x1, . . . , xn]] are thus equal. The proposition is then
a consequence of the classical isomorphism of K-algebras
K⊗ B0/(f ) ' D0 × Dp(2) × · · · × Dp(r)
(see Eisenbud (1995, Theorem 2.13) for instance). 
Example 11. Let K be the rational number field Q, let I be the ideal of Q[x1, x2] generated by
q = (x21+(x2−1)2−1)(x2−2), and let f = x2−x21. The curve defined by I is the union of a circle and a
line, which intersects the parabola of zeros of f at the points (0, 0), (1, 1), (−1, 1), (−√2, 2), (√2, 2)
in Q¯2. Then I + (f ) = (x21(x1 − 1)(x1 + 1)(x21 − 2), x2 − x21), though I0 + (f ) = (x21, x2). Now, the
factorization of q in Q[[x1]][x2] is q = (x2 − 2)(x2 − σ1(x1))(x2 − σ2(x1)), where σ1, σ2 ∈ K[[x1]]
are the roots of x22 + 2x2 + x21 = 0 in K[[x1]], with σ1(0) = 0 and σ2(0) = −2. By replacing q with
q0 = x2 − σ1(x1), we discard the line x2 = 2 and we only keep the germ of the circle at the origin.
Let us remark that the quotient Q¯[[x1]][x2]/I0 is a free K[[x1]]-module of dimension 3 whereas the
dimension of B0 is one, which is the number of branches of the curve passing through the origin; this
reduction improves the effectiveness of our algorithm.
We now express B0 as a submodule of an easily computable free module. With this aim in view, we
let δ be the partial degree of q in x2 , and δ0 be the degree of q0, so that
δ0 ≤ δ. (11)
We let Disc(q) and Disc(q0) denote the discriminants in x2 of q and q0 respectively. Since I is radical,
the polynomials q and q0 are square-free, so that Disc(q0) 6= 0; we let v0 denote the valuation
of Disc(q0) in x1, that is the largest integer such that x
v0
1 divides Disc(q0). Since Disc(q) equals
Disc(q0)(Res(q0, q/q0))2Disc(q/q0) up to a sign, the valuation of Disc(q0) is at most those of Disc(q),
which is itself bounded by δ(δ − 1) since the total degree of q equals δ, as mentioned in Section 2.3.
Settingm0 for bv0/2c, we thus deduce that
m0 ≤ δ(δ − 1)2 . (12)
We set









Proposition 12. Let I be an unmixed one-dimensional radical ideal in general Noether position with
primitive element x2. With the notation above, B0 is a free K[[x1]]-submodule of L0 with rank δ0.
Proof. Since the ideal I is in Noether position, x3, . . . , xn are integral over K[[x1]] modulo J0. Thus
B0 is isomorphic to a submodule of the integral closure K[[x1]] of K[[x1]] in K((x1))[x2]/(q0), where
K((x1)) denotes the field of formal Laurent series in x1 over K. The proposition is a refinement of the
classical fact thatK[[x1]] is a free submodule of themoduleK[[x1]]1/Disc(q0)⊕K[[x1]]x2/Disc(q0)⊕
· · · ⊕ K[[x1]]xδ0−12 /Disc(q0) (see Eisenbud (1995, Proposition 13.14) for instance), as proved in the
next paragraph.
Let b be an element of K[[x1]], with coordinates b1, . . . , bδ0 in the basis 1, x2, . . . , xδ0−12 of the
K((x1))-vector space K((x1))[x2]/(q0). For j in {1, . . . , δ0}, xm01 bj belongs to K((x1)). Since K[[x1]] ∩
K((x1)) = K[[x1]], it is sufficient to prove that xm01 bj belongs to K[[x1]]. With this aim in view, we
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introduce an auxiliary matrix. Since q0 is monic, it splits in K[[x1]]. Let α1, . . . , αδ0 denote its roots,
and for i in {1, . . . , δ0}, let σi denote the K((x1))-automorphism that maps x2 to αi. LetM denote the
matrix whose (i, j)th entry is σi(x
j−1
2 ) = αj−1i , and let v be the vector whose ith entry is bi. Then the ith
entry ofMv is σi(b), which is an element ofK[[x1]] since b is inK[[x1]]. Now, let d be the determinant
ofM . SinceM has its coefficients inK[[x1]], so has itsmatrix C of cofactors, and the ith entry dbi of CMv
belongs to K[[x1]]. At last, d =∏r<s(αs − αr) as a Vandermonde determinant, so that d2 = Disc(q0),
and d has valuationm0. We thus have x
m0
1 bi ∈ K[[x1]].
Lastly, by Property (5), we have J0 ∩ K[[x1]][x2] = (q0). Therefore 1, x2, . . . , xδ0−12 belong to B0,
and thus the rank of B0 is δ0. 
We end this subsection with a technical lemma that will be useful to establish the termination of our
algorithm. Following Eisenbud (1995, Section 2.4), we define a chain of submodules ofL0 as a sequence
M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Mγ ⊆ L0 of submodules with strict inclusions. The integer γ is called the length
of the chain.
Lemma 13. The length of a chain M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Mγ ⊆ L0 of submodules of L0 beginning with
M0 = K[[x1]] ⊕ K[[x1]]x2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ K[[x1]]xδ0−12 is at most m0δ0.
Proof. For α ∈ {1, . . . ,m0δ0}, we let qα , respectively, rα , denote the quotient, respectively, the
remainder, of the Euclidean division of α bym0. We set
Nα = K[[x1]] 1
xm01








⊕ K[[x1]]xqα+12 ⊕ · · · ⊕ K[[x1]]xδ0−12 ,
and N0 = M0. The lemma directly follows from Eisenbud (1995, Theorem 2.13) since N0 ⊂ N1 ⊂
· · · ⊂ Nm0δ0 = L0 is a composition series. 
3.2. Truncated coordinates
In order to compute in K[[x1]], we must truncate the series to a suitable integer η, that is, to
calculate in K[[x1]]/(xη1); we say that we compute to precision η. For any a ∈ K[[x1]][x2], we write
amod q0 for the remainder of a divided by q0.
Lemma 14. Let η ∈ N\{0}.
(a) The polynomial q0 to precision η can be computed from q with O˜(ηδ) arithmetic operations inK; this
cost includes the computation of the inverse of q/q0 modulo q0 to precision η.
(b) The integer m0 and a polynomial pi ∈ K[[x1]][x2] such that pi(∂q0/∂x2) ≡ xm01 modq0 can be
computed to precision η from q and q0 to precision η+m0 with O˜((η+m0)δ20) arithmetic operations
in K.
Proof. The computations of part (a) can be achieved by a Hensel lifting of the Bézout relation
uq0 + v(q/q0) = 1 modulo x1, whose cost is given in Gathen and Gerhard (2003, Theorem 15.11).
Now let q˜0 ∈ K[x1, x2] denote the remainder of q0 divided by xη+m01 . Since q0 is monic in x2, Disc(q0)
and Disc(q˜0) coincide to precision η + m0. Now Disc(q˜0) and polynomials a, b ∈ K[x1, x2] such that
aq˜0 + b∂ q˜0/∂x2 = Disc(q˜0) can be computed from q˜0 with O˜((m0 + η)δ20) arithmetic operations
in K by Gathen and Gerhard (2003, Corollary 11.18). We can then take for pi the truncation of
(x−m01 Disc(q˜0))−1b to precision η. 
Example 15 (Continued From Example 8). Here m0 = 3, and the polynomial q0 to precision 2m0 +
µ0 + 1 = 11 is




1 + 654534 x71 + 1034886564 x81 + 5197367132 x91
+ 2136737335128 x101 ) x2 + ( 14x41 + x51 + 778 x61 + 77x71 + 4630164 x81 + 10959116 x91 + 8676131128 x101 ).
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Let m˜ be a monomial in x1, . . . , xn. By Proposition 12, m˜ can be identified to an element of L0;
we call coordinates of m˜ in L0 to precision η the coordinates of this element in the canonical basis




1 of L0, truncated in degree η. The following lemma allows the computation of
the coordinates of any monomial to any precision.
Lemma 16. Let η ∈ N.
(a) For j ∈ {3, . . . , n}, the coordinates of xj to precision η can be computed from wj and the data of
Lemma 14 to precision η with O˜(ηδ) arithmetic operations in K.
(b) Let a and b be two elements of B0. The coordinates of ab to precision η can be computed from the
coordinates of a and b to precision η+m0 and q0 to precision η+m0 with O˜((η+m0)δ0) operations
in K.
Proof. Thanks to property (6), (∂q0/∂x2)(q/q0)xj − wj belongs to J0. Then with the notation of
Lemma 14, xm01 xj−pi(q/q0)−1wj belongs to J0. The coordinates of xj in the basis 1/xm01 , . . . , xδ0−12 /xm01
of L0 are thus the coefficients of pi(q/q0)−1wjmod q0, which ends the proof of part (a). Part (b) is a
direct consequence of the fact that the coordinates of ab in L0 are the coefficients of x
m0
1 abmod q0 in
K[[x1]]. 
Example 17 (Continued From Example 15). In the basis 1/x31, x2/x
3
1 of L0, the coordinates of x3 to
precision δ0m0 + µ0 + 1 = 11 are




1 − 34x31 − 198 x41 − 18716 x51 − 309732 x61 − 2567132 x71 − 23573532 x81 − 17894435256 x91 − 352422597512 x101 ).
3.3. Algorithm for a basis of the module of the curve germ
Thanks to property (5), q0 is the monic generator of J0 ∩ K[[x1]][x2], so that the K[[x1]]-module
M0 = K[[x1]] ⊕ K[[x1]]x2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ K[[x1]]xδ0−12
is a K[[x1]]-submodule of B0. The algorithm that we are to present is based on the fact that B0 is the
smallest algebra that containsM0 and the images of the variables x3, . . . , xn in L0.
In Appendix A, we define a particular basis for any submodule of L0, called the normal lower
triangular basis (Definition 30). The coordinates in L0 of each element of this basis are polynomials
in x1, so that we can compute them without truncating. Moreover, the uniqueness of this basis gives
a simple equality test between any two submodules of L0. In the following algorithm, any submodule
of L0 is represented by its normal lower triangular basis. For any matrixM with entries inK[[x1]], we
callM to precision η the matrix whose entries are those ofM truncated in degree η.
Algorithm 2. Basis of B0.
Input:
- The Kronecker representation q, w3, . . . , wn in x2 of a radical unmixed one-dimensional ideal I in
general Noether position,
- a positive integer η.
Output:
- The normal lower triangular basis of the K[[x1]]-module B0,
- the matrices of multiplication by x2, . . . , xn with respect to the latter basis of B0 to precision η.
1. Compute δ0,m0, and q0 to precision 2m0 + 1.
2. Compute the coordinates of x3, . . . , xn in L0 to precisionm0 + 1.
3. InitializeMwithM0.
4. InitializeM′ withM0 + K[[x1]]x3 + · · · + K[[x1]]xn.
5. WhileM 6= M′,
5a. replaceMwithM′,
5b. and let e1, . . . , eδ0 denote the normal lower triangular basis ofM.
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5c. for all (k, `) ∈ {1, . . . , δ0}2,
5c.i. compute the coordinates of eke` to precisionm0 + 1;
5c.ii. replaceM′ withM+ K[[x1]]eke`.
6. 6a. Compute q0 and the coordinates of x3, . . . , xn to precisionm0δ0 +m0 + η.
6b. Compute the matrices Nx2 , . . . ,Nxn of multiplication by x2, . . . , xn respectively with respect
to the basis e1, . . . , eδ0 to precision η.
7. ReturnM′,Nx2 , . . . ,Nxn .
Themost expensive operations in Algorithm2 are the sums of typeM+K[[x1]]v,M being a submodule
of L0 and v being an element of L0; we refer to Appendix A.2 for an algorithm to handle thismodule-
vector sum.
Proposition 18. Algorithm 2 works correctly as specified with
O˜(n(m0δ0 + η)(δ + δ40)+m20δ50)
arithmetic operations in K.
Proof. Lemma 13 ensures the termination of Algorithm 2. Thanks to Proposition 32, step 4 can be
performed from the coordinates of x3, . . . , xn to precisionm0 + 1, and step 5c.ii can be deduced from
the coordinates of eke` to precision m0 + 1, that can be computed from the exact coordinates of ek
and e` and from q0 to precision 2m0 + 1 by Lemma 16(b). Then the module returned is the smallest
algebra that containsM0 and x3, . . . , xn, that is B0.
By Lemma 14, step 1 costs O˜(m0(δ + δ20)) operations in K; by Lemma 16 (a), step 2 costs
(n − 2)O˜(m0δ) operations. Lemma 13 bounds the number of passes through the while loop of step
5 by m0δ0. Step 5c.i costs O˜(m0δ0) operations by Lemma 16 (b), and is performed δ20 times at each
pass through the while loop; this amounts to O˜(m20δ
4
0) operations in K all in all. Finally, Algorithm 2
computes at most (n − 2) + m0δ30 module-vector sums in L0; the cost of computing all these sums
belongs to m0δ0O˜(m0δ30) + (n − 2 + m0δ30 − m0δ0)O˜(m0δ20) operations in K by Lemma 13 and
Proposition 32, and thus to O˜(m0δ20(n+m0δ30)) operations.
Lastly, let e1, . . . , eδ0 be the normal lower triangular basis ofB0, let E be the δ0 squarematrixwhose
`th column is the vector of coordinates of e` in L0, and let Mj be the δ0 square matrix Mj whose
`th column is the vector of coordinates of xje` in L0; the matrix of multiplication by xj in the basis
e1, . . . , eδ0 of B0 is thus Nxj = E−1Mj. Since the degree of the entries of E are bounded by m0 by
Lemma31, the determinant of E has valuation atmostm0δ0; the knowledge ofMj to precisionm0δ0+η
thus allows the computation of Nxj to precision η. At last, the matrixMj to precisionm0δ0 + η can be
deduced from q0 and the coordinates of xj to precision m0δ0 + m0 + η by part (b) of Lemma 16. By
Lemmas 14 and 16, step 6 takes O˜(n(m0δ0 + η)(δ + δ40)) operations in K. 
Example 19 (Continued From Example 17). We begin at step 3 of Algorithm 2 withM0 = K[[x1]] +
K[[x1]]x2, with normal lower triangular basis x31(1/x31), x31(x2/x31). At step 4, we initialize M′ with
the basis e1 = x31(1/x31), e2 = x21(x2/x31) of M0 + K[[x1]]x3. Then since M′ + K[[x1]]e21 = M′ =
M′+K[[x1]]e1e2 = M′+K[[x1]]e22, we obtain thatB0 = M0+K[[x1]]x3. Thematrices ofmultiplication








0 − 14x31 − x41





− 18x1 + 18x21 + 2532x31 + 194 x41 − 116x21 − 116x31
1
4 − 34x1 − 198 x21 − 18716 x31 − 309732 x41 18x1 − 18x21 + 10332 x31 + 614 x41
)
.
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4. Intersection and overdetermined case
We enter this section with:
• a basis of a K[[x1]]-module B0 related to an unmixed one-dimensional radical ideal I,
• the matrices Nx2 , . . . ,Nxn of the morphisms of multiplication by x2, . . . , xn in B0 with respect to
the latter basis,
• and a polynomial f , such that the K-algebra K⊗ B0/(f ) is isomorphic to the local algebra
D0 = K[[x1, . . . , xn]]/(I+ (f )) : (g ◦ φ)∞.
In Section 4.1, we design an algorithm to calculate the matrices Mx1 , . . . ,Mxn of the morphisms of
multiplication by x1, . . . , xn with respect to a basis of D0. In the overdetermined case, we give in
Section 4.2 an algorithm to end the computation of
D′0 = K[[x1, . . . , xn]]/((I+ (f )) : (g ◦ φ)∞ + (h)).
Both algorithms rely on a cokernel computation.
4.1. Intersection
Let us recall from the introduction thatµ0 denotes the dimension ofD0. A Smith normal formwith
multipliers (see Appendix B) gives two bases e and e′ of B0 and a sequence of integers ν1, . . . , νδ0 as
in the following lemma:
Lemma 20. Let f be a non-zero divisor in a free K[[x1]]-module B0 of finite type. Let e1, . . . , eδ0 and
e′1, . . . , e
′
δ0
be two bases ofB0 and ν1 ≤ · · · ≤ νδ0 be integers such that for all k ∈ {1, . . . , δ0}, fek = xνk1 e′k.
Then
B = {xnk1 e′k, 1 ≤ k ≤ δ0, 0 ≤ nk < νk}
is a basis of B0/(f ). In particular, the dimension µ0 of B0/(f ) equals
∑δ0
k=1 νk.
Proof. The lemma directly follows from the fact thatB is a basis of the cokernel of the morphism of
multiplication by f in B0. 
Algorithm 3. Intersection.
Input:
- The normal lower triangular basis of a free K[[x1]]-module B0 of finite type and f ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn]
that is not a zero divisor in B0,
- the dimension µ0 of B0/(f ),
- the matrices Nx1 , . . . ,Nxn of multiplication by the variables in the normal lower triangular basis of
B0 to precision µ0 + 1.
Output:
- The matricesMx1 , . . . ,Mxn of multiplication by x1, . . . , xn with respect to a basis of B0/(f ).
1. Compute the matrix Nf of multiplication by f with respect to the normal lower triangular basis of
B0 to precision µ0 + 1.
2. Compute the diagonal xν11 , . . . , x
νδ0
1 of the Smith normal form S of Nf ,
together with the pre-multiplier U to precision µ0 + 1.
3. For i from 1 to n,
3a. initialize N¯xi with UNxiU
−1 to precision µ0 + 1;
3b. for (k, `) in {1, . . . , µ0} × {1, . . . , µ0},
3b.i. let ik = 1+max{i,∑ir=1 νr ≤ k} and j` = 1+max{j,∑jr=1 νr ≤ `};





4. ReturnMx1 , . . . ,Mxn .
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arithmetic operations in K.
Proof. The columns of the matrix U computed at step 2 are the vectors of coordinates of a basis
e′ of B0 as in Lemma 20; we let B denote the associated basis of B0/(f ). In step 3a, we compute
the matrices of multiplication by the variables with respect to the basis e′1, . . . , e
′
δ0
of B0: for ` ∈












, that are the coordinates of xi(xs1e
′
j`
) in the basisB of B0/(f ).
The evaluation of f at (Nx1 , . . . ,Nxn) to precision µ0 + 1 gives the matrix Nf to precision µ0 + 1.
Step 2 can be executed from Nf to precisionµ0+ 1 by Proposition 35. Step 3a can be performed from
the matrices U and Nxi to precision µ0 + 1 that are computed at steps 1 and 2 (since the determinant
of the matrix U has valuation 0, we can invert U without loss of precision). Finally, the knowledge of
Nxi to precision µ0 + 1 allows the computation of step 3b since all the νk are bounded by µ0.
Step 1 costs O˜(Lµ0δ30) operations in K. By Proposition 35, the cost of step 2 belongs to O˜(µ0δ
3
0)
operations. Finally, the computation ofU−1 costs O˜(µ0δ40) operations, so that the cost of step 3 belongs
to O˜(µ0δ30(δ0 + n)) operations. 
Example 22 (Continued From Example 19). Let us recall from Example 8 that f3 = x2 − (x1 + 2x2 +





. With the notation of Lemma 20, the matrices of








2 of B0/(f ) are
Mx1 =
0 0 0 00 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
 , Mx2 =
0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0




0 173855716 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 − 18 0 0−1
6954228
α
4 − 18 0
 ,
where α = 87451224518603115302757403861451195727161758587347053526444884143347356 . Coming back to the original systemf1 = x
2
1 + (x2 − 1)2 + 1
f2 = x23 − x22
f3 = x2 − x21
by applying φ−1, we obtain the matrices
Mx1 =

0 17385574 0 0
0 0 0 0




 , Mx2 =
0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0




0 173855716 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 − 18 0 0−1
6954228
α
4 − 18 0
 .
From the equalitiesM2x1 = Mx2 = M2x3 = 0 and the inequalitiesMx1 6= 0,Mx3 6= 0 andMx1Mx3 6= 0, we
recover the basis 1, x1, x3, x1x3 of the K-algebra D0, and the corresponding primary ideal (x21, x2, x
2
3).
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4.2. The overdetermined case
In this section, we give an algorithm that computes the matricesM ′x1 , . . . ,M
′
xn of multiplication by
x1, . . . , xn with respect to a basis of D′0 from the matricesMx1 , . . . ,Mxn above.
Algorithm 4. Overdetermined Case.
Input:
- The matrices Mx1 , . . . ,Mxn of multiplication by x1, . . . , xn with respect to a basis of a zero-
dimensional K-algebra D0;
- a polynomial h ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn].
Output:
- The matricesM ′x1 , . . . ,M
′
xn of multiplication by x1, . . . , xn with respect to a basis of D
′
0 = D0/(h).
1. LetMh be the matrix obtained by evaluating h in (Mx1 , . . . ,Mxn).
2. Compute a basis e1, . . . , eµ0 of D0 such that e1, . . . , eµ′0 is a basis of the cokernel ofMh.
3. For i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
3a. compute the matrixM ′′xi of multiplication by xi in the basis e1, . . . , eµ0 ;
3b. M ′xi = (((M ′′xi)j,k))1≤j≤µ′0,1≤k≤µ′0 .
4. ReturnM ′x1 , . . . ,M
′
xn .
Proposition 23. Let us assume that h is given by a straight-line program of size L. Then Algorithm 4works
correctly as specified with O((L+ n)µ30) arithmetic operations in K.
Proof. The correctness of Algorithm 4 is a straightforward consequence of the isomorphism of
algebras betweenD′0 andD0/(h). Since the computations of Algorithm4 are linear algebra inD0whose
dimension is µ0, its cost belongs to (L+ n)O(µ30) arithmetic operations in K. 
Example 24. Let n = 2, I = (x22), f = x21 and h = x1x2. Then 1, x1, x2, x1x2 form a basis ofD0, and the
cokernel of themorphism ofmultiplication by h inD0 is obviously generated by 1, x1, x2. Thematrices
of multiplication by x1, x2 in this basis of D′0 can easily be deduced from their matrices in the latter
basis of D0.
5. The top level algorithm
Before the presentation of our main algorithm, we deduce from Sections 3 and 4 a deterministic
algorithm to compute the local algebra of the origin at the intersection of a reduced curve and a
hypersurface.
Algorithm 5. Local algebra at the origin.
Input:
- The Kronecker representation q, w3, . . . , wn in x2 of a radical unmixed one-dimensional ideal I in
general Noether position;
- a polynomial f such that f is not a zero divisor in K[x1, . . . , xn]/I and x1 is a primitive element for√
I+ (f );
- the multiplicity µ0 of the origin as a root of I+ (f ).
Output:
- thematricesMx1 , . . . ,Mxn of multiplication by x1, . . . , xn with respect to a basis ofK[[x1, . . . , xn]]/
(I+ (f )).
1. By Algorithm 2, compute
• the normal lower triangular basis of B0 = K[[x1]][x2, . . . , xn]/(I0 + (q0)),
• the matrices of multiplication by x2, . . . , xn with respect to this basis to precision µ0 + 1.
2. By Algorithm 3, compute the matricesMx1 , . . . ,Mxn of multiplication by x1, . . . , xn with respect to
a basis of K[[x1, . . . , xn]]/(I+ (f )).
3. ReturnMx1 , . . . ,Mxn .
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Proposition 25. If f is given by a straight-line program of size L, then Algorithm 5 works correctly as
specified with
O˜(δ9 + nδ7 + µ0(nδ4 + (L+ ns)δ3))
operations in K, where δ is the degree of the polynomial q.
Proof. The correctness of Algorithm 6 is a consequence of Propositions 18 and 21, when its costs can
be obtained by combining Propositions 18 and 21 and inequations (11) and (12). 
Now we summarize our main algorithm, in which all the local algebras are computed together via
dynamic evaluation (see Duval (1994, 1995)).
Algorithm 6. Local univariate representation.
Input:
- g1, . . . , gs, g ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] such that (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞ is zero dimensional, given by a straight-
line program of size L.
Output:
- A univariate representation of (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞,
- a local univariate representation of (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞.
1. 1a. By Algorithm 1, compute
• an affine change of variables φ with shape (9),
• the Kronecker representation q, w3, . . . , wn in x2 of an unmixed one-dimensional radical
ideal I,
• a polynomial f ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn],
• the univariate representation χ, V2, . . . , Vn in x1 of (I+ (f )) : (g ◦ φ)∞,
• if s > n, a polynomial h ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn].
1b. Replace K with the dynamic field F = K[T ]/(Q ), where Q is the square-free part of χ , and
q, w3, . . . , wn, f and g with their evaluation at x1 − T , x2 − V2(T ), . . . , xn − Vn(T ).
1c. Initialize µ0 with the valuation in T of χ .
2. By Algorithm 5, compute the matricesMx1 , . . . ,Mxn of multiplication by x1, . . . , xn with respect to
a basis of
D0 = K[[x1, . . . , xn]]/(I+ (f )) : (g ◦ φ)∞ = K[[x1, . . . , xn]]/(I+ (f )).
3. If s > n,
3a. by Algorithm 4, replace Mx1 , . . . ,Mxn with the matrices of multiplication by x1, . . . , xn with
respect to a basis of
D′0 = K[[x1, . . . , xn]]/(I+ (f )) : (g ◦ φ)∞ + (h);
3b. replace χ with gcd(χ, h(x1, V2(x1), . . . , Vn(x1)) and µ0 with the valuation of χ .
4. 4a. Return the univariate representation χ(T ), φ−1(T , V2(T ), . . . , Vn(T )) of
(g1, . . . , gs) : g∞;
4b. Return the local univariate representation of (g1, . . . , gs) : g∞.
Theorem 26. Algorithm 6 works correctly as specified with
O˜(n(n(L+ ns)+ n4)(d1D)2 + D2(δ9 + nδ7)+ nD2δ4 + (L+ ns)D5)
operations inK, where δ is the degree of the polynomial q in step 1a, which is bounded by d1 · · · dn−1, and
where D is the product d1 · · · dn. The correctness of the output relies on random choices ofO(ns) elements
of K; choices for which the result is not correct are enclosed in a strict algebraic subset.
Proof. The correctness of Algorithm 6 is a consequence of Propositions 9, 25 and 23. By Proposition 9,
step 1 can be performed with O˜(n(n(L + ns) + n4)(d1D)2) arithmetic operations in K. Combining
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Propositions 25 and 23, we obtain that steps 1b, 1c, 2 and 3 cost
O˜(δ9 + nδ7 + µ0(nδ4 + (L+ ns)(δ3 + µ20))) (13)
operations in the dynamic field F.
The latter expression is the cost of the computations of one path through the dynamic evaluation
tree T . Since the degree of χ is at most D, µ0 can be bounded by D in (13). Since the degree of Q is at
most D, any operation in a node of T costs at most O˜(D) operations inK; the cost of one path through
the tree thus belongs to O˜(D(δ9 + nδ7)+ µ0D(nδ4 + (L+ ns)D3)) operations in K since δ is at most
D. Finally, the bound on the degree of Q ensures that T has at most D external nodes, which leads to
the result since the sum of the multiplicities of all the external nodes is at most D. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Theorem 3 is a corollary of Theorem 26 since δ is bounded by D and n is at most
Dwhenever dn is strictly greater than 1. 
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we give an algorithm to compute the primary decomposition of a zero-dimensional
ideal whose cost is polynomial in the Bézout number D. The exponent of Theorem 3 is not optimal.
First it could be reduced by considering the precise cost of linear algebra, that is, by replacing the
exponent 3 with the constantω of linear algebra; to make this relevant, we should have to give better
algorithms in Appendices A and B. Then, the costlier part of the algorithm is the computation of B0
from the Kronecker representation of I. Algorithm 2 in Section 3.3 could be replaced by an algorithm
inspired from Faugère et al. (1993) that avoids useless module-vector sums; another way to reduce
the cost of the computation ofB0may be to use structured linear algebra. Finally, the cost of dynamical
evaluation could be examined more precisely.
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Appendix A. Hermite form
In this appendix, we give results about theHermite normal formof amatrixwith entries in a formal
power series ring K[[t]] in one variable over a field K of characteristic zero.
Algorithms for computing Hermite normal formswere first studied formatrices with entries in the
integer ring (see Cohen (1993, Section 2.4)). The main difficulty in the polynomial case is the growth
of the degrees of the intermediate expressions. The first algorithm with polynomial bound on these
intermediate degrees was given in Kannan (1985). We refer to Villard (1995) for an overview of the
classical algorithms in the polynomial case; more recently, the algorithm of Mulders and Storjohann
(2003) is based on reduction of lattices.
In the case of formal power series ring, we work with truncated series, so that the question is
the precision η necessary to ensure the exactness of the computations, that is answered below in
Proposition 29. Then all computations are done to precisionη, that is inK[[t]]/(tη), hence the question
of the growth of intermediate expression disappears. The second difficulty in the polynomial case is
the computation of gcds, which is just a comparison between valuations when in K[[t]]. In Appendix
A.2, we give an application of Hermite normal forms to the computation of sums of K[[t]]-modules,
that is used in Algorithm 2 of Section 3.3.
A.1. Hermite normal form and truncation
For any ring R, we let (R)r×s denote the algebra of matrices with r rows, s columns and entries in R.
We let Mk,`, respectively M.,`, denote the (k, `)th entry, respectively the `th column, of the element
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M of (R)r×s. Afterwards, R will be replaced with the principal rings K[[t]] or K[t]. From now on we
restrict ourself to matrices with full row rank, that is of rank r; this implies that r is at least s. We begin
by giving the definition of the Hermite normal form of a matrix M ∈ (K[[t]])r×s of full row rank,
whose existence and uniqueness can be easily deduced from Lemma 28.
Definition 27. Let M ∈ (K[[t]])r×s be a matrix of full row rank. We say that M is in Hermite normal
form if for all (k, `) ∈ {1, . . . , r} × {1, . . . , s},
• if k < `, thenMk,` = 0;
• there exists an integer νk such thatMk,k = tνk ;
• if k > `,Mk,` belongs to K[t] and has degree at most νk − 1.
We say that H ∈ (K[[t]])r×s is the Hermite normal form of M if H is in Hermite normal form and if
there exists a unit P of (K[[t]])s×s such thatMP = H .












. . . 0
...
Hr,1 · · · Hr,r−1 tνr 0
 .
The following property of the Hermite normal form H of a matrix M characterizes the diagonal
elements of H .
Lemma 28. Let M ∈ (K[[t]])r×s be a full row rank matrix, and H be its Hermite normal form. Let
e1, . . . , er be the canonical basis of the free K[[t]]-module L = K[[t]]r , and let Im(M) denote the
submodule of L generated by the columns of M. For all k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, tνk generates the ideal of K[[t]]
made up of the kth coordinates of the elements of Im(M) ∩ (K[[t]]ek ⊕ · · · ⊕ K[[t]]er).
Proof. Since the matrix P in Definition 27 is a unit of (K[[t]])s×s, the columns of the matricesM and
H generate the same submodule ofL, which proves the lemma. 
LetM ∈ (K[[t]])r×s be amatrix of full row rank, andH = MP be its Hermite normal form.Whereas the
entries ofH are polynomial, those ofM and P belong toK[[t]], so that to compute the Hermite normal
form of M , we have to compute in K[[t]]/(tη) for a suitable integer η. The precision η necessary to
ensure the exactness of the computations has to be at least the maximal degree of the entries of H ,
that is ν = max(νk, k ∈ {1, . . . , r}). Our next proposition asserts that the precision ν + 1 is sufficient
to compute the Hermite normal form ofM . For any integer η ∈ N and matrices M,M ′ ∈ (K[[t]])r×s,
we writeM ≡ M ′mod tη if the valuations of all the entries ofM −M ′ are at least η.
Proposition 29. Let M be an element of (K[[t]])r×s of full row rank, and let H = MP be the Hermite
normal form of M. Let ν be the maximal valuation of the diagonal entries of H. Let H ′ ∈ (K[[t]])r×s be in
Hermite normal form, and let P ′ be a unit of (K[[t]])s×s such that MP ′ ≡ H ′mod tν+1. Then H ′ = H.
Proof. With the notation of Lemma 28, let Im(H) and Im(H ′) denote the submodules ofL = K[[t]]r
generated by the columns of H and H ′ respectively. Since Im(M) equals Im(H) and since P ′ is a unit of
(K[[t]])s×s, the following inclusions hold:
(I1) Im(H ′) ⊆ Im(H)+ tν+1L,
(I2) Im(H) ⊆ Im(H ′)+ tν+1L.
Using the shape of H ′, inclusion (I1) and Lemma 28, we obtain that H ′1,1 = tν′1 belong to the ideal
generated by H1,1 = tν1 and tν+1, so that ν ′1 ≥ min(ν1, ν + 1), that is ν ′1 ≥ ν1. By symmetry, we
obtain ν1 ≥ min(ν ′1, ν + 1), so that ν ′1 = ν1: the first rows of H and H ′ coincide.
By induction, let us assume that the first (k − 1) rows of H and H ′ coincide for an integer
k ∈ {2, . . . , r}. First we prove that Hk,k = H ′k,k, that is νk = ν ′k with ν ′k being the valuation of
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H ′k,k. Let us recall that H
′
.,k denotes the kth column of H
′. By (I1), there exists a vector V ∈ L such
that H ′.,k − tν+1V ∈ Im(H). The first (k − 1) coordinates of H ′.,k are zero. Since ν + 1 > νi for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, we can assume that the first (k − 1) coordinates of V are zero, even if it means
adding a linear combination of H.,1, . . . ,H.,k−1 to H ′.,k − tν+1V . Then the kth coordinate tν
′
k − tν+1Vk
of H ′.,k − tν+1V belong to (tνk) by Lemma 28, so that ν ′k ≥ νk. By symmetry, νk = ν ′k.
Finally, it remains to prove that Hk,` = H ′k,` for all ` < k. Same arguments as before with the
difference of the `th columns H.,` − H ′.,` ∈ Im(H)+ tν+1L lead to Hk,` − H ′k,` − tν+1Wk ∈ (tνk) for a
Wk ∈ K[[t]]. Then Hk,` − H ′k,` belongs to (tνk) since ν ≥ νk and therefore Hk,` = H ′k,` since both Hk,`
and H ′k,` are polynomials of degree strictly less than νk. 
A.2. Algorithm for a module-vector sum
We now give an application of Hermite normal forms that is intensively used in Algorithm 2 of
Section 3.3. Let m ∈ N, δ ∈ N, and let L denote the free K[[t]]-module ( 1tmK[[t]])δ . Let M be a
submodule of L of rank δ. We use Hermite normal forms to define a basis of M whose coordinates
in the canonical basis of L belong to K[t].
Definition 30. LetM be a submodule of L of rank δ. A basis ε1, . . . , εδ is said normal lower triangular
basis ofM if the matrix of (K[[t]])δ×δ whose `th column is the coordinate vector of ε` in the canonical
basis of L is in Hermite normal form.
Lemma 31. LetM be a submodule ofL of rank δ. Then there exists a unique normal lower triangular basis
ε1, . . . , εδ of M. For ` ∈ {1, . . . , δ}, the coordinates of ε` in the canonical basis of L belong to K[t]. In
addition, ifM contains the K[[t]]-module (K[[t]])δ , then the coordinates of ε` are of degree at most m.
Proof. Let e1, . . . , eδ be any basis ofM, and let M be the matrix of (K[[t]])δ×δ whose `th column is
the vector of the coordinates of e` in the canonical basis of L. Let H be the Hermite normal form ofM .
Existence and uniqueness of the normal lower triangular basis ε1, . . . , εδ ofM straightforward follow
from those of H; the coordinates of ε` in the canonical basis of L belong toK[t] by Definition 27. Now,
ifM contains (K[[t]])δ , the element of Lwhose only non-zero coordinate is the kth one and equals tm
belong toM for all k ∈ {1, . . . , δ}. Then the valuation νk of the kth diagonal entry of H is at mostm by
Lemma 28, and all the entries of H have their degree bounded bym. 
Let ε1, . . . , εδ be the normal lower triangular basis ofM, and let v be an element ofL.We are interested
in computing the normal lower triangular basis of the module M + K[[t]]v. Let M be the matrix of
(K[[t]])δ×(δ+1) whose `th column is the vector of coordinates of ε` in the canonical basis of L for
` ∈ {1, . . . , δ}, and whose (δ + 1)th column is the coordinate vector of v; the shape ofM is
M =









. . . 0
...
Mδ,1 · · · Mδ,δ−1 tνδ vδ
 . (A.1)
The normal lower triangular basis of M + K[[t]]v is given by the Hermite normal form H of M .
To compute H , we have to truncate the coordinates of v. If M contains the free module (K[[t]])δ ,
Proposition 29 and Lemma 31 allow us to compute with precision m + 1 as the following algorithm
does. For a, b ∈ K[[t]], we let quo(a, b) denote the quotient of a divided by b.
Algorithm 7. Module-vector sum.
Input:
- The normal lower triangular basis ε1, . . . , εδ of a submodule M of L = ( 1tmK[[t]])δ that contains
(K[[t]])δ ,
- the coordinates of an element v of L to precisionm+ 1.
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Output:
- The normal lower triangular basis ofM+ K[[t]]v.
1. InitializeM with the matrixM defined in (A.1) to precisionm+ 1.
2. Initialize auxwith 0.
3. For k from 1 to δ, do
3a. if the valuation ofMk,δ+1 is greater than that ofMk,k,
then replaceM .,δ+1 withM .,δ+1 − quo(Mk,δ+1,Mk,k)M .,k;
else
3a.i. replace auxwith 1;
3a.ii. exchangeM .,k andM .,δ+1;
3a.iii. multiplyM .,k by (t−val(Mk,k)Mk,k)−1;
3a.iv. replaceM .,δ+1 withM .,δ+1 − quo(Mk,δ+1,Mk,k)M .,k.
4. If aux = 1, then for ` from 1 to δ and for k from `+ 1 to δ,
replaceM .,` withM .,` − quo(Mk,`,Mk,k)M .,k.
5. Return the first δ columns ofM .
Proposition 32. Algorithm 7 works correctly as specified with O˜(δ2) operations in K[[t]]/(tm+1) if
v ∈ M, and O˜(δ3) operations otherwise. It thus costs O˜(mδ2) operations in K if v ∈ M, and O˜(mδ3)
otherwise.
Proof. Algorithm 7 computes the Hermite normal form of the matrixM defined in (A.1) by vanishing
recursively the entries of its last column. To be more precise, at the beginning of the kth pass through
the loop of step 3, the shape of the matrixM is
M =


















. . . 0
...
Mδ,1 · · · · · · · · · Mδ,δ−1 tνδ Mδ,δ+1

.
Step 3a vanishes Mk,δ+1 by elementary operations on M .,k and M .,δ+1. If the valuation of Mk,δ+1 is
greater than νk, the kth column ofM remains the kth column ofM . Thus if aux = 0 at step 4 the first δ
columns ofM are those of the input matrixM , andM is in normal form. In this case,M+K[[t]]v = M
since they have the samenormal lower triangular basis. Otherwisewehave to reduce the lower entries
ofM , that is done in step 4.
Lemma 31 and Proposition 29 ensure that the computation can be done to precisionm+1. Step 3a
costsO(δ) operations inK[[t]]/(tm+1). Then step 3 costsO(δ2) operations inK[[t]]/(tm+1). If v /∈ M,
the reducing step 4 cost O(δ3) operations, which ends the proof of the proposition. 
Appendix B. Smith form
Hermite forms are triangularizations of matrices obtained by elementary operations on the
columns; Smith forms are diagonalizations obtained by elementary operations on both the rows and
the columns. For our Algorithm 3 in Section 4, we need the Smith normal form S of a matrix M with
entries inK[[t]] together with multipliers to any given precision, that is, two invertible matrices U, V
such that UMV = S. The algorithms of Kaltofen et al. (1990), and Villard (1994, 1995) solve this
problem for the case of matrices in a polynomial ring. In this section, we give an algorithm inspired
by Villard (1995), that computes the Smith normal form of a matrix with entries in K[[t]], together
with pre- and post-multipliers to a fixed precision.We recall below the definition of the Smith normal
form of a matrix with entries in K[[t]]. For the existence of the Smith normal form of a given matrix
of (K[[t]])r×s, we refer the reader to Lang (2002, Theorem 7.9); uniqueness follows from Lemma 34.
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Definition 33. LetM ∈ (K[[t]])r×s be a matrix of rank ρ. We say thatM is in Smith normal form if, for
all (k, `) ∈ {1, . . . , r} × {1, . . . , s},
• if k 6= `,Mk,` = 0;• there exist integers ν1 ≤ · · · ≤ νρ such thatMk,k = tνk for k ∈ {1, . . . , ρ};• if ρ < min(r, s), thenMk,k = 0 for all k > ρ.
We say that S ∈ (K[[t]])r×s is the Smith normal form of M if S is in Smith normal form and if there exist
two units U of (K[[t]])r×r and V of (K[[t]])s×s such that UMV = S; the matrices U and V , that are not
unique, are called pre- and post-multipliers respectively.
LetM ∈ (K[[t]])r×s be a matrix of rank ρ. For k ∈ {1, . . . , ρ}, we define the determinant ideal Ik(M) of
M as the ideal of K[[t]] generated by all the k× kminors ofM . We then write νk(M) for the common
valuation of all the generators of the ideal Ik(M).
Lemma 34. Let M ∈ (K[[t]])r×s be a matrix of rank ρ , and let ν1, . . . , νρ denote the valuations of
the diagonal entries of the Smith normal form S of M. Then for all k ∈ {1, . . . , ρ}, we have νk(M) =
ν1 + · · · + νk.
Proof. The lemma straightforward follows from the equality Ik(M) = Ik(S) (see Lang (2002,
Chapter 19, Section 2, Inclusion (1))). 
Lemma 34 intrinsically characterizes the diagonal entries of the Smith normal form, which can be
deduced from gcd computations. The difficulty is indeed the computation of pre- or post-multipliers.
In Villard (1995), Algorithm F [x]-TNSF calculates multipliers for matrices in (K[t])r×s by computing
a lower triangulation T = NP , where P is a unit of (K [[t]])s×s, of a preconditioned matrix N = CM
verifying that the diagonal of T is the diagonal of the Smith normal form S ofM . The matrix P is then a
post-multiplier, and we easily deduce from T and C the Smith normal form ofM and a pre-multiplier
by ‘‘cleaning’’ the lower elements of T by row operations. Such a matrix T is called a triangular Smith
form.
We adapt this strategy for amatrixM ∈ (K[[t]])r×s. The following algorithm computes a triangular
Smith form of the matrixM by computing recursively units Ck of ({0, 1})r×r and Pk of (K[[t]])s×s such
that the shape of CkMPk is
Tk =

tν1 0 · · · · · · · · · 0
∗ . . . . . . ...
...




∗ · · · ∗

, (B.1)
where tν1 , . . . , tνk are the kth first diagonal entries of the Smith normal form ofM . Here again, we let
quo(a, b) denote the quotient of a divided by b in K[[t]].
Algorithm 8. Triangular smith form.
Input:
- A matrixM of (K[[t]])r×s of rank ρ to precision η ≥ νρ(M)+ 1.
Output:
- Matrices T ∈ (K[t])r×s, C ∈ ({0, 1})r×r and P ∈ (K[t])s×s such that• T is a lower triangular matrix whose diagonal entries are those of the Smith normal form
ofM ,
• P and C are unit of (K[[t]])s×s and (K[[t]])r×r respectively,
• CMP ≡ T mod tη .
1.1a. Initialize T withMmod tη .
1b. Initialize C with the r × r identity matrix.
1c. Initialize P with the s× s identity matrix.
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2. For k from 1 to ρ − 1,
2a. compute an index (ι˜, κ˜) ∈ {k, . . . , r} × {k, . . . , s} such that
val(Tι˜,κ˜) = min(val(Ti,j), k ≤ i ≤ r, k ≤ j ≤ s),
with ι˜minimal for this property.
2b. 2b.i. if ι˜ 6= k,
• replace Tk,. with Tk,. + Tι˜,.,
• replace Ck,ι˜ with 1;
2b.ii. if κ˜ 6= k,
• exchange T.,k and T.,κ˜ ;
• exchange P.,k and P.,κ˜ ;
2b.iii. • multiply T.,k by (t−val(Tk,k)Tk,k)−1;
• multiply P.,k by (t−val(Tk,k)Tk,k)−1;
2c. for j from k+ 1 to s,
• replace T.,j with T.,j − quo(Tk,j, Tk,k)T.,k;
• replace P.,j with P.,j − quo(Tk,j, Tk,k)P.,k.
3. Return T , C , P .
Proposition 35. Algorithm 8 works correctly as specified with O˜(ρrs) arithmetic operations in
K[[t]]/(tη), hence with O˜(ρrsη) arithmetic operations in K.
Proof. We prove by induction that the matrix T satisfies the properties of matrix (B.1) at the issue of
the kth pass through the for loop of step 2. Let k ∈ {1, . . . , ρ}, and assume that the property is true
for k− 1, that is, we enter in the kth loop with a matrix T of shape Tk−1. After steps 2b.i and 2b.ii, Tk,k
is the gcd of the elements of ((Ti,j))k≤i≤r,k≤j≤s; after step 2b.iii, this gcd is monic, that is, it is a power
of t . Step 2c vanishes the (s − k) last entries of the Tk,.; thus T has shape (B.1). By Lemma 34, Tk,k is
the kth diagonal entry of S since Ik(T ′) = Ik(M). Lastly, the output T , C, P of Algorithm 8 is such that
T ≡ CMP mod tη by construction, which ends the proof of correctness. The proposition follows from
the fact that step 2 performs O(ρrs) operations in K[[t]]/(tη). 
Algorithm 9 completes the computation of the Smith normal form by cleaning the lower elements
of T .
Algorithm 9. Smith normal form.
Input:
- A matrixM of (K[[t]])r×s of rank ρ to precision η ≥ νρ(M)+ 1.
Output:
- Matrices S ∈ (K[t])r×s, Q ∈ (K[t])r×r and P ∈ (K[t])s×s such that
• S is the Smith normal form ofM ,
• P and Q are units of (K[[t]])s×s and (K[[t]])r×r respectively,
• QMP ≡ Smod tη .
1.1a. Let T , C , P be the output of Algorithm 8 applied toM to precision η.
1b. Initialize Q with C and S with T .
2. For ` from 2 to r , for k from 1 to min(`− 1, ρ),
2a. replace S`,. with S`,. − quo(S`,k, Sk,k)Sk,.,
2b. replace Q`,. by Q`,. − quo(S`,k, Sk,k)Qk,.;
3. Return S, Q , P .
Proposition 36. Algorithm 9 works correctly as specified with O˜(ρrs) arithmetic operations in
K[[t]]/(tη), and hence O˜(ρrsη) arithmetic operations in K.
Proof. Since the rank of M is ρ, all the entries of ((Ti,j))ρ+1≤i≤r,ρ+1≤j≤s are zero. By construction of
T , for k ∈ {1, . . . , ρ}, the valuation of any entry of T.,k is at least νk. The correctness of Algorithm 9
is thus a consequence of Proposition 35. Step 1 costs O˜(ρrsη) arithmetic operations in K, and step 2
performs at most O(ρrs) operations in K[[t]]/(tη), which ends the proof. 
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